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Introduction
Some years back, most spiral bevel

gear sets were produced as cut, case
hardened, and lapped. The case harden-
ing process most frequently used was
and is case carburizing, Many large
gears were flame hardened, nitrided, or
through hardened (hardness around 300
BHN) using medium carbon alloy
steels, such as 4140, to avoid higher
distortions related to the carhurizing
and hardening process.

The use of a quench press can con-
trol, but not eliminate distortions .. A
lapping operation cannot remove run-
out, pitch error, profile error, and other
errors caused by heat treatment dis-
tortions. It can only improve active
tooth profile finish and tooth contact
location, provided that gears did not
have excessive errors during soft cutting
or high distortions in heat treatment.
As a matter of fact, overlapping some-
times does more harm than good on a
bevel set,

Bevel tooth grinding was very limited
due to cost and size.

Advancement in bevel generators,
carbide technology, and many other
factors allowed introduction of hard
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cutting inbevel gears. Initially, the pro-
cess was limited to special requirements
because oflowcarbide tool life, the need
for frequent sharpening, and limited ex-
perience. But the picture changed dra-
matically after some time. The ex-
perience gained and the development of
the CBN (Cubic Boron Nitride) tool
made bevel gear hard cutting very efiec-
tive from cost and quality viewpoints.

As with any PIlOCe5S, hard cutting has
its limitations and problems. A properly
controlled process, starting from the
design concept, good bevel generators,
hard cutting tools, including sharpening
fixtures, special machines, and trained
work force, are a must for successful
bevel hard cutting.

This article describes the process and
steps required for spiral bevel hard cut-
ting on small batches or in a jobbing
atmosphere.

Process Description
Bevel hard cutting can be defined as

an operation in which gear teeth flanks
are finished by removing the stock
allowance left during the soft or rough
teeth cutting. The process is similar to

gear grinding, with almost all the opera-
tions remaining the same, with the ex-
ception of tooth grinding, which is re-
placed by hard cutting.

A simplified manufacturing process
sheet for a hard cut bevel gear will con-
tain the following:
• Complete machining of gear blanks

for teeth cutting - including various
operations, such as turning, milling,
drilling and tapping, etc.

• Bevel teeth cutting - consisting of
teeth cutting, testing, and any tooth
contact development with master or
mate, teeth deburring, etc.

• Heat treatment- mostly case car-
burizing and hardening (nitriding,
flame hardening, and induction
hardening are rarely used for hard cut
bevel gears).

• Finish machining - all machining
operations required before teeth hard
cutting, such as turning O.D.ll.o..
grinding, special machining, etc.

• Hard cutting - bevel gear arrives at
hard cutting with most or all opera-
tions done. It is important that the
mating part or master is available for
testing purposes. Normally, the gear
(member with higher number of



teeth) is finished first and pinion teeth
are modified to get correct tooth con-
tact along profile and length of tooth.
The modification for length of contact
is nonnally made by change of radius
of curvature of the cutting blades. The
location of tooth contact along the
length is usually controlled by
machine settings. The profile correc-
tion or modification can be made by
different means depending on the
type ·ofmachine or system used to cut
bevel gears, size of gears, and pitch.
On fine pitch gears, high pitch line
hearing can be obtained by using cut-
ter blades wi th modified profiles ..On
coarse pitch gears, profile modifiea-
tion 'can be made using taper shims.
Once the tooth contact requirements
are met, the gear teeth are finally
checked for spacing and mounted on
a gear checker.

• Final inspection - includes dimen-
sional checks, magnaflux, and a-"y
other specialrequirements.

Ad.v.antages ,ofHard. Cutting
• Higher power transmission by

spiral bevel gears, as both members are
case carburized and hardened and
finished by hard cutting.

• Higher and predictable quality
levels in gear teeth.

• A surface finish of 16 Rl\1S or
better.

'. Lower noise level lower internal
dynamic forces due to higher geometric
accuracy, and better load distribution.
A hard cut bevel set signifkantly
reduces the gear box vibration problem
caused by higher intemal dynamic
forces due to poor quality gear teeth,
which can cause premature gear box
failure,

On the other hand the gear grinding
operation is always very sensitive to
many factors, such as rate of material.
removal, grinding wheel, coolant, 'etc.
Any compromise or loose control can
cause surface t.emperingor cracks or
both ..Surface temperingor cracks are

practically unknown problems in hard
cutting .

•' Hard cutting is performed on the
same 'type of machines as soft-cutting,
making the process much more
economical ..Of course, special tooling
is required.

• The same person or group ofper-
sons are involved in soft and hard cut-
t:ing. It has been found that control in
roughing operation (soft cutting inbevel
gears) is quite important fora successful
finishing operation. Proper stock allow-
ance, tooth depth, tooth contactretc.
are necessary for bevel hard cutting.
Too much stock. allowance can cause
loss of case depth and longer cutting
times, while too Iittle stock allowance
also can cause a variety of problems.
Hard cutting time cycles can be reduced
by making some adiustrnents at soft
cutting for heat treatment distortions,
and it can be done very simply, as both
operations are performed by the same
person or group of persons.

• Consistency in bevel hard cutting
can eliminate the need for matched
bevel sets by careful. planning. Some of
the requirements for elimination of
matched sets are as follows:
- Manufacturing and storing of case
hardened and hard cut master gearand
pinion for checking the gears and pi-
nions in all future setups.
- Optimization of design and cutting
data so that it does not have to change
for the period unmatched sets are
required.
- Tighter control of critical dimen-
sions on gear Ipinion blanks. Hard cut
unmatched sets are not only useful. in
assemblies, but they can eliminate
many production problems, as each
member can be processed independent
of others. The unmatched set approach
must be used very selectively, as it needs
careful planning, customized fixtures,
optimized design, cutting summaries,
and long term commitment. The un-
matched set approach combined with
standardized bevel sets can cut down

delivery times and cost very effectively
in spiral bevel gear boxes,

Preparation
Following are some items which

should be considered in detail for suc-
cessful and economical bevel hard
cutting.

Practical Tooth Design. A balanced
tooth geometry is a must fora good
hard cut set. All new tooth geometry
must be reviewed carefully from a
manufacturing point of view. In a job-
bing or low batch environment, the new
tooth geometry should try to use ex-
isting tools, as new tool requirements
can cause cost and delivery problems.
Even in high batch production where
tools can be designed around gears,
poor tooth geometry can cause multiple
problems, such as low too] life, smaller
fillet radius, etc.

Gear Blank Design. Fig. 1 to Fig. 4
show a bored pinion, a stem spiral bevel
pinion, iii solid gear, and a ring type
gear. As shown in F.ig. 2, the bevel pin-
ion can be indicated in both planes by
means of an extra extension in front of
the teeth. Both gears show prool bands
for indicating the gear blank at hard cut-
ting. Special attention must be paid in
blank design so that revalidated proof
surfaces at final machining can be used
for indication purposes at hard cutting.
In high batch production, blanks, tru-
ing, and use of proof surfaces are not re-
quiredbecause of special customized
fixtures. Still, it is good practice to create
proof bands at final machi,ning for in-
spection or assembly purposes. In the
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case of a bored pinion/gear, the
subassembly with shaft should be done
wherever possible to avoid concentric-
ity and squareness problems (Fig. 5).
Fig. 6 shows the subassembly of a ring
gear and spider. In pinions, the one-
piece design does offer some manufac-
turing advantages over the two-piece
design. Also, small to medium size gears
should be investigated for one-piece
design, as there are some manufacturing
advantages in the one-piece
configuration.

Previously, gears were mostly de-
signed as bored rings so that they could
be die quenched, but hard cutting has
changed the picture somewhat. Distor-
tions in free quenching of small to
medium size solid gears can. be kept low
with proper control. Hard cutting will
remove the distortion from teeth. Cau-
tion must be used for any switch ove.r
from two-piece design to one-piece.
There are many factors which affect
distortions in heat treatment, such as
material blank configuration, rixturing
in heat treatment, etc. Vl/herever possi-
ble, some experimental pieces should be
manufactured to evaluate the situation
before making the final decision, as ex-
cessive distortion is highly undesirable
and can cause various problems at hard
cutting.
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Soft and Hard Cutting Summaries. A
tooth cutting summary for a beveJ
generator provides machine set up data,
cutter data, tooth measurements, and
other tooth geometry information
related to a specific spiral bevel set.
Bevel hard cutting blades are very sen-
sitive to proper feed and speed. Selec-
tion of correct amount of crowning
stock allowance affects the overall
qual.ity and cutting times. Normally, in
high batch production, a sample set or
dummy set is always useful to fine tune
the summary ..In a jobbing or low batch
atmosphere, a dummy set or experi-
mental set mayor may not be possible
for various reasons; therefore, a jobbing
atmosphere requires initial selection of
all variables affecting tooth contact.
The length and location of tooth contact
should be based on factors, such as
assembly conditions (overhung or
straddle mounted members), tooth stif-
feners, and loading, application,and
past experience. Wherever possible, fine
tuning of tooth contact can be achieved
through load testing of bevel gears.

Heat Treatment Process ControL Ex-
cessive heattreatment distortions are
highly undesirable for hard cutting of
bevel gears for a variety of reasons, such
as loss of case thickness, longer cutting
times, tooth thickness problems, and

mounting distance problems. Ring
gears must be die quenched' utilizing
proper quenching dies. Fig. 7 shows a.
quench press. A pre-quench and temper
operation of rough-turned blanks for
large gears and pinions can assist in
stabilizing the pieces during heat treat-
ment. In the jobbing atmosphere, gears
and pinions should be checked. for
distortion belore releasing for final
machining.

Finish Machining Operation. The
finish machining of gears and pinions
for hard cut bevel. gears is very im.por-
tant. The runout and squal'eness and ali
other geometric tolerances of beari:ng
diameters, proof diameters, etc. must be
kept to less than 40 % of the values
allowed on the gear teeth. Any loose
control in finish machining operations
can add to distortion, leading 'to longer
cutting cycles and various problems. It
is vita] that proof surfaces in both p1anes
are indicated within specified values
before proceedingwi.th final machining.
The big difference in the fina1 machin-
ing of a lapped and a hard cut gear is
that, in the event of a lapped set, the
back face or mounting face is usually
left as it is, while in hard cutting, it is
ground or turned square to bore. In ad-
dition, it is critical 'that som extra
material is left in the back of a hard cut
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For hobs, shaper cutters and other gear cutting
tools. that are more than a cut above the rest, specify
Grucible CPM REX~ 76. With 33% total alloy con-
tent and an attainable hardness ot HiRC68-70, this
hliglh speed steel provides. the highest available
co-mbination of red hardiness, wear resistance and
toughness, either coated or uncoated,

A 9ig- Three US. auto maker mcenUy realized a
300% -improvement in gear cutting tooll life by
switchingl from 1M3 HSS to CPM REX 716. With
gr,ealer too~lllifeand excellent grindability, CPM REX
76 means less downtime because resharpening is
easier and less frequent -
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• I•• CPMREX'76
CPM REX 76 is just one of 10 high speer! steels

produced by the Crucible Particle Metallurgy pro-
cess. With the industry's widest material selection,
Crucible can meet your specific needs at any pro-
ductivity level. You can selectively upgrad:e to the
best CPM material for the right eppllcaton.

On your next order, specify a high speed steel
that's hard to beat ... CPM REX. 76 or another rnem-
ber of the CPM REX family. To learn mare, contact
your nearest Grucible service center or call to'll free:

11..800~PAR;"XC;EL
(1~800-7.27-9235)
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gear at blank turning, which will then
be removed at final machining .. This
will reduce the variations in mounting
distances .. In multiple pieces, consis-
tency of the crown to back dimension is
important for hard cutting cycles,
Variation will cause adjustments for
every piece on 'the machine, resulting in
longer cutting cycles. Proper proof
bands and surfaces must be created at
final machining, with concern given to
their location as well, so that they can be
easitly used for indication purposes at
hard cutting ..

Soft Cutting Blades. Fig. 8 depicts a
blade with protuberance.Where ever
possible, protuberance blades should be
used ..They will cut down hard cutting
time, extend too] life, and reduce the
possibility of steps in fillet. The use of
customized protuberance blades is no
problem in high batch production, but
in jobbing or low batch production the
picture is quite opposite. Amount and
height of protuberance selection be-
comes difficult as blades are stretched to
cover maximum range. Blades can still
be obtained with protuberance selected
very carefully, which 'Will help hard cut-
ting. Setting middle blades slightly
deeper than side blades also helps in
hard cutting and is a common practice
in bevel cutting. Fig. 9 shows a fillet
created witha deeper middle blade. Fig.
10 shows a blade for soft cutting.

Hard Cutting Blades. Bevel hard cut-
ting began with the use of carbide
inserts. Carbide inserts are damped to
steel bodies for coarse pitches and
brazed for medium to fine pitch gears.
In the beginning, low tool life with car-
bide inserts, frequent tool sharpening,
insufficient experience, high cost. and
many other Factorskept hard cutting's
use quite low. As hard cut bevel gears
reached into the field, their performance
in all aspects was the single most reason
to increase the use ofbevell hard cutting.

In the meantime, CBN inserts were
introduced for hard cutting, The BZN
(BZN is a trade mark of General Electric
Company) compact blank isa combin-
ation of a layer of Borozon CBN (Cubic
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Fig. 10 - Courtesy of Klingelnberg Corp.

Boron Nitride) and a cemented tungsten
carbide substrate produced as anin-
tegral blank using an advanced high
pressure, high temperature process. The
use of CBN inserts increased the tool life
many times. Cutting times decrease aJF
preciably as less sharpening isrequ.ired.
From a performance standpoint, 'the
CBN mserts excelled considerably over
theecarbide inserts in every asped , even
though the price of the CBN insert is
. ':1;.. k;~k . hh . f th .bid .mUUI rugner t...<ill that 0 iecar 1 te1Il~
sert, tool price per gear did not rise
because of improved tool life.

The CBNtools need. much more
careful sharpening, including the use of
speciaJ machines, special fixtures, and
diamond grinding wheels. The blades
are sharpened on the cutting face. Extra
care should be taken in storing, hand-
ling, and the use of CBN inserts. The
correct feed, speed, and depth of cut is
also very critical in the usage of CBN
inserts.

LimJtation of Bevel Hard. Cutting
• Machine Accuracy. Bevel hard cut-

Hog and soft or rough teeth ,cutting are
perfonned on the same or similar types
of machines. The accuracy of the bevel
generator .reflects directly on rhe qual-
ity of gear teeth. Where more than one
similar machine is available, it may be
beneficial in the long run to use the bet-
44 Gear Technology

ter machine for hard cutting all the time.
• Single Indexing Versus Continuous

Indexing System ..Bevelgenerators with
single indexing directly affect tooth
spacing; whereas, continuous indexing
offers significant accuracy:in tooth spac-
ingdue to the natural hunting action
between gear teeth and cutter blades.

• Multi-Start Cutter System. In rut-
ting systems which utilize multi-start
cutter heads, attention must be paid, so
that the number of teeth is not divisible
by the number of starts in the cutter
head . Otherwise, the cutter head blade
spacing can aHect tooth spacing in hard
cutting. Inhigh batch production, this
is never aconstrainr, as special cutter
heads can. be obtained for a set, but it
can become a limiting factor in. jobbing,
where the exact ratio is a necessity. A
multi-start cutter head can also be used
as a single start cutter head, which will
eliminate this problem; however, cut-
ting times will increase.

• Fillet Finishing. in bevel grinding,
the tooth fillets are completely ground,
and the desired fiUet radius is obtained
by dressingthe grinding wheel. In. the
bevel hard cutting process, the filletsare
normally finished at soft cutting. Some-
times step problems may appear at hard
cutting due to low or no protuberance,
higher distortions, etc ..The hard cutting
blades are manufactured with a certain

blades are manufactnred with a certain
fillet radius, which should closely match
with the roughing blade radius. During
hard cuttiflg, the fillet comers can be
slighHy skimmed with hard cutting
blades, but any excessive fillet material
removal compromises the tool life.

Summary
The hard cut bevel gears have per-

formed very well in all applications.
Hard cutting has improved load carry-
ing capacity and has made quality bevel.
gears available Ito the industry at
justifiable costs.

The improvement in large gears is
even more noticeable as tooth grinding
was not possible because of size. The in-
troduction of CBN tooling has brought
the toolingcest and cutting times to
reasonable and economical values. Fur-
thermore, consistency of hard cutting
has made unmatched sets a reality
under a controlled atmosphere and for
certain applications. Hard cutting also
provides. gear teeth with the quality and
surface finish of grinding without any
possibility of any metallurgical damage .
FinaJ]y, the utilization of CBN tools for
hard cutting is being applied more fre-
quently to parallel axis gears using
shaper type machines.
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